Whqt's Behind The Swing
To'Codilloc-Type' Pollets?
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Wooden pollel users now reporl new sovings from longer pollet
life qnd from reduced moinlenonce, replocemenl
ond repoir costs. Whot's lheir secrel? A4ll.lH wenl to the
pollet industry's leoding spokesmon to find out.
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KEY TO NEW SAVINGS

is

the

"beefed-up" pollet. Here, Mr.

Sordo, right, shows
detoils of o somple.
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Mr.

Thomos

H. Sanoo, Jn., Executioe Yice President,
National Wooden Pallet Mtrs. Assn.
As interaiewed by Gonoorv C. Tuonr as, Associate Editor
Wrr,r,renn

talking with materials handling engineers

around the country, particularly the more progressive
ones, we keep finding a new attitude toward the buying
and use of pallets. They claim greater savings than ever
before in their pallet programs. Yet they {rankly admit
paying more for them.
Is this a simple case of getting away from the pennywise-pound foolish approach?
A. No, there's more to it than that. Simply summed
up, pallet users are finding that the per-use cost o{ a

pallet is far more important than the purchase price
we've been saying in the pallet industry

-something
for years.
The only difference today is that a man who wants
to apply this principle to his pallet program has
better pallets to work with.

a.

Better pallets?

I

thought that the standard top

grade wooden pallet was pretty good as it is.
A. It is. What I am talking about here is a o'beefedup" pallet, one that has been specially designed for a
lower maintenance cost and for special problems like
the possible tearing of multiwall bags by protruding
nails.

Actually, the aim of the pallet industry is to build
an indestructible pallet.

its palletized shipping, to make the most of improved
distribution patterns. They are also using more and
more of the permanent types of pallets, sending them
back and forth.
In other words, the new o'beefed-up" pallets still
have a tremendous unrealized use in warehousing and
storage, and an even greater potential in the as yet
relatively untapped field of distribution.
Remember, when the per-use cost of an indestructible pallet is realized by the user, the cost of an expendable pallet suddenly seems high.

Just what are these oobeefed-up" pallets? Are
they a type of pallet that can be made by any mill and
readily available? Or are they special patented pallets
that a user can only find in certain regions, depending
on the mill's distribution?
A. What I am referring to boils down to eight
specific pallet designs that have proved successful.
These are patented pallets, to be sure. But those which

a.

are not distributed nationally by the patent holders are
licensed to mills in other regions. They are, therefore,
all readily available.

a.
A.

This is true of all eight pallets?
Yes, although it is true in principle only for

some of the newer ones.

Wouldn't that make a problem for you? With
so many industries designing obsolescence into their
products" you seem to be bucking a trend.
A. Well, if we were building cars, with a pretty
well saturated market, we could worry about making
too sood a product. But as things are, we will build
pallets for many years before we even get near the

a.

satulation point.
Industry bought 60 million pallets last year and the
lumber industry reports that 4.3 percent of all American lumber goes into pallets. That's a lot of lumber.
Every year the totals go up, and I personally believe
that we are a long rvay from putting a pallet into every
place that should have one.
Further. each industrv is turnins more and more to

a.
A.

Only true in principle?
That's right. To some extent, the licensing of

pallet patents is keyed to demand. A given mill in a
given region may not apply for a license for one of the
"beefed-up" pallets until his customers show some
interest in them.

a. You say that these pallets cost more than standard pallets. Roughly, how much more?
A. Well, let's square away this cost element. The

oobeefed-up" pallets
don't cost more, they cost less.
Their initial purchase price is more. but thefu per-use
cosl is less, making their overall cost less.

The initial purchase prices of the "beefed-up" pallets
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days, switched to this type of pallet four years ago and
has yet to replace a pallet.

.

A

range from 35 to 150 percent more than a good stand-

ard wooden pallet, depending, of course, upon how
good the basic pallet is, plus the price of the "beefingup" elements.
Yet, and here is where the overall cost is lower,
they all last at least two to three times as long. And
some can qualify as "permanent" pallets. Too, they all
need less maintenance and repair, and often repair is

petroleum refi.ner, who rolls filled drums onto

pallets, has had a similar experience.

Pallet Guards should preferably be installed during
of new pallets. Initial price usually runs I00
to 150 percent over a good, standard pallet. Low mainassembly

tenance and replacement costs bring the overall cost
far below the standard pallet.

I

Super-Strip: This pallet makes use

of a

special

high-tensile steel strapping to bind the pallet parts into

easier.

a single unit.
Let's go through the eight "beefed-up'o pallets,
one by one, with the price range of each and its fea-

a.

tures.

A. All right. Let's start with one of the most recent
the Gibraltar oallet.
a spectacular pallet,

lt represents

the first time in man's history that pieces of wood

have been fastened by steel welding. It is also the only
wood and steel pallet in which the separate parts support, overlap and bridge the weaknesses of each other.

Thus a'shock to any part of the pallet is transmitted

to the whole, not to the nearest individual part or
fastening.
Instead of the conventional fasteners, U-shaped steel
rods pass up from the bottom through holes in the

deckboards and stringers and are welded to a steel
strip that runs across the face of the pallet over the

stringers and then down around the ends

of

the

stringers.

In addition to great strength,
these fasteners also allow the
use of smaller pallet members,
since the steel holds the wood
together instead

of the wood

fibers holding the fasteners. This saves warehouse and

carrier cube.
The surface of the pallet is smooth and obstruction
free. If the wood shrinks and th-e steel loosens, a simple
twist of the wrist with a tool takes a crimp in the
bottom of the U-shaped rods on the bottom, taking up

any slack.

Initial price is 40 to 45 percent over that of a good
standard wooden pallet. But it lasts several times as
long, as tests have shown, bringing the per-use cost
well below that of the standard
pallets, in which the
efiort is toward improving the fasteners, the Pallet
Guard goes to the root of the trouble.
As anyone can tell you at
least 75 percent of pallet damage is in the end deckboards.
The Pallet Guard beefs up the
end deckboards by putting a
steel bumper, either seamless rectangular or round
tubing, along the edge of the deckboard. It is secured
to the pallet by brackets which encircle and encompass
the ends of the stringers.
This has worked out well for many users who have
severe damage problems. An automotive manufacturer,
whose standard pallets used for heavy castings had an
average life of six months, with maintenanee every 30

oosaw-kerfs" in the trade, are cut along
Slots, called
the end edges of the deckboards. The strap slips into
the saw-kerfs along the line of the outer stringers, keeping away from snagging areas. It passes over the end
of the stringers to encircle them lengthwise, giving a
tight, non-racking pallet. Nails are then driven through
the deckboards in the conventional manner. They pass

through the strap and into the stringers. In passing
through the strap, the nails punch a hole with downpointing edges. The resulting points grip the nail and
keep pulling it down. The nail holds longer and does
not pop up when the wood shrinks.
To prevent corrosiono strap is plastic coated.

Initial purchase price is 35 to

50 percent above the good,

standard wooden pallet. Again,
however, the longer life, reduced
damage and lower maintenance
make this pallet lower in overall cost.
I Dura-Bloc&.' Here is a pallet whose makers feel
safe in giving a two-year guarantee on its materials
and workmanship. It is exceptionally rigid as a result
of the five-ply Douglas Fir plywood which forms the
top, and in reversible pallets, the bottom deck as well.
It has no stringers, a 30 to
70 percent weight saving. In-

stead, 2-in. steel boiler pipe
spacers separate the decks. A
flush bolt with recessed, locking
tee nut runs through the spacer to hold the pallet together, for easy assembly and replacement.
Dura-Block, therefore, is a four-way pallet.

It

comes

with a plywood bottom deck or variations of boards,
depending on the application.
Deck corners are rounded for safety and for reduction of delamination and splintering. The plywood is
the outdoor type with waterproof glue line.
This pallet is said to be excellent for automatic pallet
loading and other conveyorized handling because of
its precise dimensions and uniformity. It is extremely
strong, lasting many times longer than the standard
good wooden pallet, and is virtually maintenance free.
These factors make it competitive in overall cost
with the standard pallet, although initial purchase
price may run up to 150 percent over the standard
pallet.

I

Metalcap: Another efiectively reinforced standard

wooden pallet is the Metalcap, a pallet whose deckboard ends and outer stringers are enclosed in a protective cap of 20-gauge steel.
The cap is nailed to the stringer between the deck-

boards through a section dimpled-in {or that purpose.

It is also nailed to the ends of the stringer through
the folded-over ends of the cap.

In tests by the N4vy, in a
14-ft drum tester, the Metalcap
pallet took five times as many
drops as did a top grade, stand-

ard wooden pallet.
Initial price for this pallet is about I00 percent more
than that of a goodo standard wooden pallet. The
makers say that its overall cost is slightly over 100
percent of the standard pallet.

There can be no snagging from nail heads with
these pallets, since deckboard nails are beneath the
cap, and the cap nails are recessed in their dimples.
I Clinch-Tite.' Here's another pallet guaranteed as to

materials and workmanship by its makers.
The Clinch-Tite pallet is one
of the earlier "beefed.up" types,
but is still going strong. In appearance, it looks like any other
rvooden pallet, except for a row
of holes along the side of the stringers, filled with
wooden plugs.

Hidden by these plugs is the secret of this pallet's
ability to last many times as long as its standard
counterparts. The hole is cut in the stringer beneath
the center of each deckboard end. The fastening nails
are then driven, through pre-drilled holes, through the

deckboard and the stringer

at

angles so that their

points project into the hole in the stringer. These
points are bent over, or clinched, and the wooden plug
is driven in to hold them that way.
The result is .a tight, low-maintenance pallet. To
prevent splitting of the stringers, the nails are not
driven in line, but are staggered. The heads are
countersunk beneath the deckboard surface. Stringers

It comes in either indoor or outdoor plywood, or has
waterproof glue.
Ply-Steel pallets are about 150 percent more in
initial price than the good, standard wooden pallet,
but in terms of overall costs, again, are lower.
I Nailess: For years the industry has talked about
its wish for a glued, nailless pallet. Now, it is available, but not quite as most of us imagined it would be.
The Nailess pallet is formed from boards set on
edge, die-cut, glued, pressure-laminated and secured
with six cold-rolled steel rods running through the
area where the stringers would normally be.
It is made from seasoned lumber to avoid warping,
does not sufier from nail-splits, and the end boards
do not chip out. This last feature makes this pallet

ideal in automatic pallet loaders.

It can be repaired by

re-

moving the rods and inserting

new boards. It will

sustain

heavy loads, unevenly placed
upon it. One test consisted of
running an Army tank back and forth over it with no
damage.

It

resists deflection because

of the

on-edge

position of the boards. This on-edge position makes
every board a bearing member, distributing the load.
The Nailess is sold for roughly 100 percent more
than a well constructed standard wooden pallet, except
for certain sizes, but its makers prefer to lease it. A
40 by 48-in. pallet can be leased for six years for as
little as $0.22 per month, depending on specifications
and customer location. Pallet life is keyed to that of
the rods, which last for a very long time.

a. That sounds like quite a

variety of pallets,

are impregnated for preservation and dimensional stability, and their ends are dipped in paraffin to halt

features, and cost ranges with which a materials handling engineer can work.
Now, since you mentioned leasing in connection
with the Nailess pallet, how about it? Is it common?
A. No. There is some interest in it, but the financ-

checking.
This pallet costs about 60 to 75 percent more than the
good, standard wooden pallet. Its ruggedness lengthens

ing is a problem, probably because of the newness of
it. I think that once industry gets in the habit of using
the longerJived pallets, Ieasing will follow as a matter

its life, cutting the overall cost.
Ply-Steel: This is another extremely tough pallet
which replaces stringers and regular deckboards with
a combination of steel posts, bolts and plywood decks.
It comes with either two plywood decks, reversible, or with
variations of runners in place
of the bottom deck. The reversible type, with a plywood
bottom, can be adapted for walkie truck use by cutting

f

in the plywood.
The posts are lI-gauge steel, squared, using two
bolts each. The bolts are set in opposite corners of
the posts to eliminate shifting of posts between decks.
The posts are set so that their corners face the fork
truck tines, to deflect them when struck.
The bolts have down-pointing prongs on their heads
so they won't revolve in their holes. The nuts are reholes

cessed, locking tee nuts.

This is a light-weight pallet with a smooth, flat
It is of kiln-dried stock and doesn't shrink.

surface.

of course.

a. What else is the industry doing to make it
'A. Well, once the users realize the benefits of

easier for the pallet user to get the "beefed-up" pallets?

getting the lower overall costs that these pallets can
give, they don't really need gimmicks to sell them.
But one type of service that is growing for all pallet
users, is the contract repair service. Where the user
is near to his supplier, he can benefit from the mill's
more experienced labor and mass production methods
to get a lower maintenance and repair cost.
Sometimes this is set'up when the pallets are sold.
Sometimes, a nearby mill will contract to maintain
your pallets even if you bought them somewhere else.
But, as I said before, the overall objective of the
pallet industry is to supply pallets which do not need
much maintenance or repair. Which brings us back to
vour first question. To sum up the answer, there's a
"beefed-up" pallet for nearly every application, and
their economics are getting more attractive every day.

Eight Approoches To Longer Pqllet Life
SUPER-STRIPS

CLINCH.TITE

PALLET GUARD

DURA.BLOCK

METALCAP

PLY-STEEL

NAILESS

